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Proteinaceous amino acids composed up to 50% of microbial biomass, are a

primary building block of soil organic nitrogen, and play a key role in soil organic

N and C cycling. However, the large-scale drivers on these organic nitrogen

pools is less explored. We hypothesized that the trends related to vegetation, soil

mineralogy and climatewill change the composition of hydrolyzable amino acids

(HAAs), both within and between each horizon. Herein we report on the patterns

of HAAs, and their dependence on soil (e.g., Al, Fe, pH) and climate (e.g.,

precipitation) factors between soil horizons across the continental U.S. It was

found that the effect of vegetation type on HAAs was greater in the A horizon

than in the C horizon, which was related to the different stages of the vegetation-

associated decomposition and pedogenesis processes. A similar Leu-Phe-Ile-

Gly co-occurrence structure was found in both soil horizons suggesting some

similarity in processes that enrich organics in soil. Precipitation, but not

temperature, showed significant associations with HAA composition. The

chemical properties of the soil, including pH and mineral metals (Fe, Mn, Al,

Ca), also influenced the HAAs’ characteristics. In particular, some specific HAAs

(Glx, Asn, and Ala) mainly reflected the HAAs’ response to the environmental

gradients in both horizons. The effect of precipitation on HAAs exhibits as a

complex relationship mediated through organic matter, pH and minerals. To our

knowledge, this is the first study to assess continental-wide descriptors of the

largest soil organic N pool, showing that pH, Fe, Ca, precipitation and vegetation

explain soil AA composition. The role played by each of these drivers in the

accrual and turnover of organic matter over large regional scales deserve further

scrutiny. The large surface and subsurface HAA data set from this study should

help change the way micro-scale conceptual and mechanistic models describe

the chemical interactions and source pools that drive soil organic nitrogen, and

possibly soil organic matter composition over regional scales.

KEYWORDS

proteinaceous amino acids, soil horizon, pH, vegetation type, soil organic matter,
Metal-associated organic matter, mineralogy
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Introduction

Proteinaceous amino acids, such as those found in

proteins, peptides, and free forms in soil microbial biomass,

ultimately define the bioavailable and long-term stabilized

pools of C and N (1, 2). The breakdown of soil peptides and

proteins to amino acids (AAs) is a primary limiting step for N

mineralization (3). AAs, peptides, and proteins are thus an

important determinant of available N for plants and pool sizes

of OM in soil. Research has been conducted to determine the

spatial-temporal patterns of soil proteinaceous organic matter

(OM) composition, which play a key role in biogeochemical

processes and OM accrual in soil (4, 5). There remains,

however, a lack of field-based evidence across climate

gradients and vegetation types to determine whether there

are environmental factors that influence OM composition,

which may have ramifications for their accrual and turnover at

a continental scale.

The role and stabilization of proteinaceous compounds

have been described in the molecular aggregates and other

models (6–9), which show great potential in interpreting and

forecasting global C and N cycling (10, 11). Numerous

functional groups of proteinaceous compounds are

predicted to interact with each other, with other soil

molecules and mineral surfaces, causing them to be less

mobile and more protected from disassociation and

decomposition (12, 13).

Minerals play a critical role in the selective preservation of

proteinaceous OM (14, 15). Microbial-derived compounds

are one of crucial sources of the mineral-associated OM (16–

18). The distribution of proteinaceous compounds was

investigated in a Hawaiian rainforest chronosequence soil

with ~4.1 million years of development, showing the

importance of noncrystalline or short-range ordered minerals

in the retention of acidic amino acids like aspartic- and

glutamic acids (16). Similarly, positive amino acids are found

more commonly in younger soils due to electrostatic

interactions and organic-organic interactions (1, 19). These

results highlight the connection between pedogenesis

and molecular details of OM accumulation over tens of

thousands of years and more (20).

In addition to minerals, proteinaceous amino acids

produced by microorganisms can bind to root-derived

compounds, thus prolonging their presence in the

environment (21). For instance, root-derived condensed

tannins would transform fungal residues into more persistent

forms and slow decomposition (22). Plants may also influence

OM composition. Plant litter is a crucial source of OM in the

soil (23) and a carbon source for microbial growth (18, 24).

Plant litter quality can also affect microbial succession during

decomposition (25). Moreover, root rhizodeposits can recruit
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specific microorganisms and change rhizosphere microbial

communities (26). These microbes are the major conduit

through which organic matter flows to form soil organic

matter (21).

It is expected that different dynamics would occur in soils

associated with different parent materials, associated with

different climates, and soil factors such as mineralogy, pH and

elemental composition (e.g., Al, Fe). Discerning how these

factors influence OM content and composition will move us

toward a more mechanistic understanding of OM stabilization

in soils, and thus a better idea of how they may respond to global

environmental changes (3).

The composition of hydrolyzable AA (HAA) pools, which

represent a major portion of AAs from biomass and residues in

soils, have been reported to be rather uniform across the limited

number of soils investigated, with aspartic acid, glutamic acid,

glycine, and alanine as dominant amino acids (27–30). Even less

information is available on HAA pools in subsurface soils,

despite the mass of OM in subsurface soils accounting for up

to 50% of the global soil organic C and N (31, 32). The objective

of this research was, therefore, to conduct a systematic

investigation on the HAA pools in the A- and C-horizon soils

across a range of ecosystems, soil types, temperature and

precipitation regimes along a North-South (N-S) and East-

West (E-W) transect, respectively, of the continental United

States. In both the A and C horizon, it was hypothesized that

mineralogy, vegetation, precipitation, pH, and elemental

concentrations of Al and Fe would be associated with soil AA

composition (33).
Materials and methods

Soil samples used for this study were a subset of samples

from a total of 4871 sites (1 site/1600 km2) collected by the

USGS from 2007 to 2010 for the USGS Geochemical

Landscapes Project (34). As shown in Figure 1, there were

46 and 103 sites selected along transects of East-West (annual

average precipitation gradient) and North-South (annual

average temperature gradient) , respectively, of the

continental United States. All the sites were away from

urban development and could be categorized into

vegetation cover that included cultivated row crops, pasture,

native grass, deciduous, shrub, and evergreen dominated.

Both A- and C-horizon soils from each site were analyzed

for total and individual hydrolysable amino acids (HAAs).

Elemental, mineralogical data were described; details of soil

sampling and preservation methods and results of soil

characteristics are described in the USGS project report

(34). The A-horizon soil samples included all textures

except sandy clay, sandy clay loam, and silt and the C-
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horizon soil samples included all textures except sandy clay

and silt (Figure S1).
Sample extraction and cleanup

The method for determination of soil HAA was modified

from a previous procedure (35). One gram of air-dried soil was

weighed into a 12 mL glass vial. Ten mL 6MHCl was added into

the vial. An aliquot of 50 µl internal standard solution containing

1.25 µmol L-norvaline was spiked as an internal standard to the

mixture. The vials were then sealed and incubated in a bead bath

at 115°C for 24h to complete the acid hydrolyzation. After the

hydrolysis, ~1.5 mL of cooled supernatant from each vial was

transferred to a 2-mL polypropylene centrifuge tube and

centrifuged at 10,000×g for 10 min. After the centrifugation,

400 µl supernatant was pipetted into a 50 mL centrifuge tube and

diluted to 50 mL with ultra-pure water. The diluted solution was

loaded to a polypropylene sample preparation cartridge packed

with 3 g cation exchange resin (Dowex®50WX8, hydrogen form,

200-400 mesh, Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO). Before

packing a sample preparation cartridge, the cation exchange

resin was first conditioned with 25 mL of 2 M NaOH, then

neutralized with 25 mL 2 M HCl, and finally rinsed with 40 ml
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ultrapure water until the pH of the eluant reached ~7 (36, 37).

After loading the 50 mL diluted sample hydrolyte onto the

cartridge, the packed cartridge was washed first with 25 mL 0.1

M oxalic acid (pH 1.7 ± 0.1, adjusted with NH4OH), then with

5mL 0.01 M HCl, and finally with 8 mL ultrapure water. Finally,

the amino acids retained on the packing material were eluted with

5 mL 3 M NH4OH for five consecutive times with each eluate

combined into a collection vial. After filtering the eluant through

a 0.22 µm PVDF syringe filter, 500 µL filtrate was transferred into

a glass vial and completely dried down using a vacuum

evaporator (SpeedVac, ThermoFisher, Pittsburgh, PA) at 60°C.
Sample derivatization

The completely dried sample residue was immediately stored

at -20°C for up to 2 weeks. The dried residue was reconstituted

with 10 µL 50 mM HCl followed by derivatization. The amino

acids were derivatized using a reagent kit (AccQ-Tag-Fluor

Reagent Kit, Waters Corporation, Milford, MA). The reagent

kit was prepared using procedures provided by the

manufacturer. Sixty microliter borate buffer (pH = 8-10) was

added into the 10 µL reconstituted soil extract. The mixture was

vortexed for 10 s followed by addition of 20 µL prepared AccQ-
FIGURE 1

Location of soil sampling sites along North-South and East-West transects of continental United States. The transects are grouped into sub-
continental regions (A) as shown in circles along mean temperature (B) and mean annual precipitation (C). The number of stations where data
was collected well represent the vegetation types of the continental United States (D). The legend color shown at the right corresponds to the
color of the circles on the maps. Black triangles represent the sampling sites. FOR, evergreen or mixed forest; GR, grassland/herbaeous; SH,
shrubland; DE, decidous forest; CR, small grains or crop; PA, pasture/hay; FA, fallow; RE, low intensity residential. Map was generated using
QGIS (3.2.2). Map data source: National Land Cover Database (2011) from USGS.
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Tag-Fluor derivatization reagent solution. The mixture was

immediately capped with a silicon-lined septum, mixed on a

vortex for 15 s, and incubated at room temperature for 1 min.

The mixture was then incubated at 55°C in an oven for 10 min to

complete amino acid derivatization. Mixtures were analyzed

using high performance liquid chromatography and a

fluorescence detector (HPLC/FLD). Amino acid standards

were derivatized using the same procedure as that for soil

extract sample derivatization.
HPLC/FLD analysis

Derivatized samples were analyzed for amino acids on a

HPLC/FLD (Agilent 1260 Infinity system, Agilent Technologies,

Santa Clara, CA). Chromatographic separation of amino acids

was carried out on a C18 column (X-Terra MS, 2.1 mm x

150 mm, 3.5 µm particle size, Waters Corporation, Milford,

MA). The column temperature was maintained at 50°C. The

mobile phase consisted of A: a solution containing 140 mM

sodium acetate, 17 mM triethylamine (TEA), and 0.1% (w/v)

disodium EDTA (pH 5.05, adjusted with phosphoric acid) and

B: acetonitrile/water (60:40, v/v). The gradient conditions were

0-17 min 100-93% A, 17-21 min 93-90% A, 21-30 min 90-70%

A, 30-35 min 70% A, 35-36 min 70-0% A, and 36-40 min 0% A.

The mobile phase flow rate was 0.35 mL min-1. The sample

injection volume was 5 µL. The detection was accomplished by

fluorescence with excitation and emission wavelengths of 250

nm and 395 nm, respectively. Each derivatized amino acid in a

sample was identified by comparing its retention time with that

of the corresponding derivatized amino acid standard and

quantified using the internal standard method (Figure S1).
Statistical analysis

Degradation index (DI) was calculated based on the

standardized molar percentage of amino acids (38):

DI =o vari − AVGvarið Þ=SDvari½ � � coefi

where vari represents molar proportation of specific amino

acid i, AVGvari and SDvari represent its average and standard

deviation among all samples, respectively, and coefi represents

the factor coefficient as “freshness”. HAA’s contribution to

organic carbon pools (%HAAC) were calculated as the ratio

between carbon identified as amino acid carbon and soil organic

carbon (39):

%HAAc = ovari � ni � AC

� �
=wSOC

where vari represents molar proportation of specific amino

acid i, ni represents carbon number in each amino acid, AC

represents the standard atomic weight of carbon (12.011g mol-1).
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wSOC represents SOC content. Then the path analysis were

conduct using R’s package lavaan (40) to predict the direct

and indirect effects of climate change on the HAAs’ composition

and characteristics in carbon cycle (DI and %HAAC).

Statistical analysis was performed using R (version 4.1.1),

and the significance criterion was p< 0.05. Linear mixed models

(LMMs) with vegetation-ecosystem types (VET)/site as nested

random effect were conducted using lme4 (41) and car to

determine the significance of the difference in HAAs’ molar

ratio between horizons (41). Multi-dimensional statistical

analysis (Permutational Multivariate Analysis of Variance,

PERMANOVA; Multiple Response Permutation Procedure,

MRPP) as well as sorting (Principal coordinate analysis,

PCoA; Nonmetric multidimensional scaling, NMDS; Principal

Component Analysis, PCA; Distance-based Redundancy

Analysis, dbRDA) were performed using vegan (42) to assess

the multivariate statistical effects of texture, precipitation,

temperature, vegetation on HAA composition.
Results

Abundance and composition of HAAs

For the soil HAA pool, 17 amino acids were separated and

identified: alanine (Ala), arginine (Arg), glycine (Gly), histidine

(His), isoleucine (Ile), leucine (Leu), lysine (Lys), methionine (Met),

phenylalanine (Phe), proline (Pro), serine (Ser), threonine (Thr),

tyrosine (Tyr), valine (Val), cystine (as Cys-Cys), aspartic acid

(Asp), and glutamic acid (Glu). During the acid hydrolysis,

asparagine (Asn) and glutamine (Gln) were transformed to Asp

and Glu, respectively. Hence, the sum of Asp and Asn and the sum

of Glu and Gln were reported as Asx and Glx. Overall, HAA pool

sizes varied greatly across locations and within horizon at specific

locations. Up to 360-fold variation in the levels of total soil HAAs

was observed for the A- and C-horizon soils from the 149 sites

(Figures 2A, S2). For the A-horizon samples, total HAA

concentrations ranged from 1.8 to 127 mmol/kg (d.w.), with 90%

of the samples containing total HAAs ranged from 4.8 to 74 mmol/

kg (d.w.). For the C-horizon samples, the levels of total HAAs

spanned from 0.15 to 54 mmol/kg (d.w.), while 90% of the samples

containing HAAs at a range of 0.47 to 17 mmol/kg (d.w.).

Nearly 99% of the sites had higher levels of total HAAs in the

A-horizon than in the C-horizon (Figure 2A). The A- to C-

horizon concentration ratios for total HAAs were in the range of

1-10 for ~60% of the sites. For about 30% of the sites, the A- to

C-horizon concentration ratios were in the range of 10-50. Close

to 10% of the sites had A- to C-horizon concentration ratios that

were > 50. We speculate that vegetation characteristics played an

important role in determining the HAA ratio between A- and C-

horizon. The dominant vegetation on the few sites with A- to C-

horizon concentration ratios< 1 were shrubs, while grass and

forest were the dominant vegetation on the sites with A-to C-
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horizon concentration ratios that are > 100. A similar A- to C-

horizon concentration ratio distribution pattern was found for

soil organic C of the sites investigated, indicating a close

relationship between soil organic C and soil amino acids,

which could be confirmed by the close correlation between

total HAAs and soil organic C (Figure S3, F1,182 = 130.2, p<

0.001). The ratio of non-polar: polar/negative charged AA was

also positively associated with SOC (Figure S5, F1,182 = 22.2, p<

0.001). HAAs directly contributed 1.05-23.4% (9.17 ± 4.62%) of

the SOC in A horizon and 0.36-16.0% (4.88 ± 3.06%) of the SOC

in C horizon (Figure 2B). The %HAAC (C, carbon) was

significantly higher in the A horizon (t = 7.259, p< 0.001),

which might suggest selective degradation. For different

vegetation-ecosystem types (VET), significantly higher %

HAAC was observed in grassland, cropland, and pasture

relative to forest and shrubland.

The top ten dominant amino acids detected were: Gly > Asx >

Ala > Glx > Ser > Thr > Pro > Lys > Val > Leu (Figures S4, S7).

However, in spite of these trends in average composition, there

was considerable variation between observations. For example,

Asx ranged from 8.6 to 27.4, and Gly from 7.2-25.9 mol%. In both

A- and C-horizon soils, 53-65% of the HAAs are neutral amino

acids, while acidic, basic, and aromatic amino acids consist of 24-

36%, 6-10%, and 4-5% of HAAs, respectively. The overall

composition of HAAs was different between the A- and C-

horizons (Figures 3, S3; MRPP, p< 0.0001). For example, the

mol% of Asx and Ser were 21% more and 40% less in the A

compared to the C horizon, respectively (Figure S4).

In this study, we calculated a degradation index (DI), an

indicator of the degree of amino acid transformation, based on

the weighted molar ratio of HAAs to reflect the reactivity of SON

(38). As shown in Figure 2C, DI ranged from -0.34 to 1.54, with

its value higher in horizon A (t = 10.4, p< 0.001), meaning that

the SON is more accessible and regulated by organisms than in

the C horizon. However, we did not find significant difference

between DI between horizons in shrubland where the DI in

horizon A is much lower than other VETs. Interestingly, we

found that regardless of the remarkable difference in the DI in
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the A horizon, the DI in the C horizon tended to approach a

relatively stable value (red dashed line in Figure 2C, ~ -0.3). In

the C horizon, this could be the result of extensive degradation of

relatively old organic inputs. In the A horizon this may suggest

selective utilization during early decomposition helps to shape

the composition of HAAs across plant types.

The co-distribution of HAAs was also demonstrated by the

co-occurrence network (Figure 3). The coupling associations

between HAAs in the A horizon were greater and richer than

that in the C horizon. The HAAs’ co-occurrence network of the

A horizon has more edges as well as higher clustering

coefficient , betweenness central izat ion, and degree

centralization. Regardless of the path strength, a similar Leu-

Phe-Ile-Gly co-occurrence structure was found in both

soil horizons.
AA signatures of vegetation-ecosystem
type associated with soil horizon

Overall, the composition of HAAs exhibited a similar

coupling pattern used to differentiate A and C horizon (Figure

S8). To show the distribution pattern of HAAs, principal co-

ordinates analysis (PCoA) based on Bray-Curtis distance was

applied on the 15 most abundant amino acids (Figure S7). The

first two PCoA axes explained 33.9% and 17.3% of the variance

(Figure 4A), and revealed that HAAs in the C horizon exhibited

a wider range of distributions compared to the ones in the A

horizon. This could be partly related to selective utilization with

greater microbial activity in surface soil. VET explained more

variance of HAAs’ composition in A horizon (PERMANOVA,

r2 = 0.18, pseudo F5,74 = 3.26, p< 0.001; MRPP, p< 0.001) than

that in C horizon (PERMANOVA, r2 = 0.10, pseudo F5,70 = 1.48,

p = 0.057; MRPP, p = 0.018). This was consistent with the results

of both NMDS (Figure S12) and PCA (Figure S13).

PCoA1 was positively correlated with Gly (r = 0.79) but

negatively correlated with Ile (r = -0.83), Leu (r = -0.77), Val

(r = -0.77), Phe (r = -0.69), and Pro (r = -0.62). Among these
A B C

FIGURE 2

Significant differences in the content of HAAs (A), their contribution to organic carbon (B) and the degradation index (C) between A-horizon and
C-horizon across continental United States. FOR, evergreen or mixed forest; GR, grassland/herbaeous; SH, shrubland; DE,decidous forest; CR,
small grains or crop; PA, pasture/hay. Samples from fallow or low intensity residential are not shown here due to the small sample size. Different
colors represent different soil horizons. The numbers and marks at the top represent the results and significance of the t-test. Red dashed line in
the C-subfigure is the reference line indicating the stability of DI in the C-horizon. **0.001< p <0.01; ***p<0.001.
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HAAs, Ile, Leu, Phe and Pro differed significantly between

horizons, while the effect of VET was not significant (Table S1).

These HAAs, furthermore, were all found to be relatively enriched

in the A horizon (Figure S5). The interaction term between VET

and horizon was significant in describing the distribution of the

relative molar ratios of Ile, Leu, and Phe. In the A horizon, Ile, and

Phe had greater mol % in evergreen or mixed forest, grassland,

and shrubland compared to that of pasture/hay. Leu was higher in

evergreen or mixed forest but lower in pasture/hay. The effect of

VET, however, did not have a significant effect on differences in

the C horizon. PCoA2 was highly described by variation in Asx

with an extremely strong positive correlation (r = 0.94). Both

horizon and VET significantly influenced the pattern of Asx

(Table S1), which was relatively enriched in the C compared to

A horizon; and also, in cropland and pasture/hay, while depleted

in the evergreen and mixed forests.
The driver of HAAs pool – precipitation,
pH, and metal composition

As shown above, VET explained a portion of the spatial

pattern of HAAs (Table S2, PERMANOVA, A horizon: r2 = 0.18,

pseudo F5,74 = 3.26, p< 0.001, C horizon: r2 = 0.10, pseudo F5,70 =

1.48, p = 0.057). To better understand the effect of VET and that

of environmental factors, a dbRDA was conducted to evaluate

the correlation of environmental parameters in explaining the

overall variation in HAAs’ molar distribution. The first two

dbRDA axes (CAP1 & 2) together explained 13.9% in the A

horizon and 16.0% in the C horizon (Figure 4B).

The Akaike information criterion (AIC)-based variable

selection exhibits different environmental factors affecting the

molar distribution of HAAs in both horizons. Precipitation and

the content of Ca, Fe, and Al were major environmental factors

that had a significant though small effect on the HAA distribution

in the A horizon, while there was similarly, a significant

association between HAAs’ molar distribution in the C horizon

with that of pH and the content of Fe and Mn. The species of

HAAs that responded to these environmental factors also differed

between horizons. Glx, Asx, and Ala were sensitive to

environmental factors in both horizons. Among them, Asx

mainly responded to higher pH and Ca content, while Glx and

Ala were enriched and may be related to selective protection

provided by Fe-related minerals. Val and Ser were more sensitive

to environmental responses in the A horizon, while Tyr and Gly

might be characteristic of HAAs in the C horizon. By taking

environmental factors into account using the dbRDA model, the

interpretation of the HAAs’ pattern was greatly enhanced (Table

S2). Overall, the relative effect of Fe and Al on HAA molar

distribution was smaller than expected, however.

To model the direct and indirect effects of precipitation on

HAAs, we used path analysis to evaluate the interplay between

environmental factors affecting the HAAs’ composition and
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characteristics in the carbon storage (Figure 5). Four HAAs

(i.e., Ala, Ser, Glx, and Asx) were chosen because of their higher

correlation with environmental factors (Figures S15-S17). The

fitting of the path models was performed separately in horizon A

and C to compare the differences in the effects of the controlling

factors. Both path models in different horizons indicated an

excellent explanation on the molar ratio of these four HAAs

(Figure 5A, horizon A: c2 = 2.014, p = 0.847, RMSEA = 0.000,

CFI = 1.000; horizon C: c2 = 3.562, p = 0.614, RMSEA = 0.000,

CFI = 1.000). Consistent with our previous results, the effect of

precipitation and other derived environmental factors on HAA

is complex and strong in horizon A; however, the influence of

precipitation was weakened in horizon C where HAA was more

controlled by pH. Our path model also showed a good prediction

on the HAA’s characteristics in the carbon cycle (Figure 5B,

horizon A: c2 = 2.783, p = 0.426, RMSEA = 0.000, CFI = 1.000;

horizon C: c2 = 1.242, p = 0.743, RMSEA = 0.000, CFI = 1.000).

Positive associations between DI and HAA’s contribution to

organic carbon were confirmed by their path coefficients in both

horizons (A horizon: 0.56; C horizon: 0.44). Moreover, organic

carbon was influenced by precipitation and recognized as a

moderating variable in horizon A, while in horizon C,

precipitation had slight effect on organic carbon, while the

latter became an independent and influential variable for DI

on HAA’s contribution to organic carbon. The distribution of

annual mean temperature and precipitation and a representative

chromatogram are shown in Figures S18, S19.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive molecular-

based survey of a major soil organic N-C pool at a continental scale

in two major soil horizons. We looked at three geographical

gradients (temperature: N-S profile; precipitation: E-W profile;

depth: A-C horizons) using a continental, systematic analysis. The

results provide a novel view of how critical factors like vegetation-

ecosystem type (VET) and pH impact the spatial pattern of HAAs

in soil, which are likely to be important in determining the

composition of the soil active organic N pool (43); and with

important ramifications on carbon cycle (44). Surprisingly, the

hypothesis that temperature would be a strong determinant of

mol% HAA was not supported. The hypothesis, in contrast, that

precipitation, pH, Fe, Mn, Al and Ca were associated with changes

in the mol% HAA (hereafter referred to as composition), and thus

potentially affect the chemistry, cycling, and persistence of both N

and C, was supported. It is straightforward to see howVET interacts

with precipitation and the effects of weathering that alter soil pH

and Al content as determinants of HAA, but it is not possible to

disentangle these interactions. The chemistry of minerals has long

been considered a major force in determining OM composition,

and the data herein show that there is room for further investigation

into this observation. Some of the strongest effects were due to VET,

precipitation, and pH. Because precipitation is a distal factor that
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FIGURE 3

HAAs in soils from A-horizon have a stronger coupling distribution compared to those from C-horizon, supported by the network analysis. The
single letters in blue represent the corresponding amino acids. Connected lines represent rubust correlations (r > 0.6, p < 0.05). Red and blue
lines represent positive and negative correlations. The thickness of the line represents the absolute value of the correlation coefficient. A, Ala; R,
Arg; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile; L, Leu; K, Lys; M, Met; F, Phe; P, Pro; S, Ser; T, Thr; Y, Tyr; V, Val; D, Asp; N, Asn; E, Glu; Q, Gln.
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influences VET and pH, it is likely a dominant driver of AA

composition. These results provide new information that can be

used to better describe the molecular mechanisms of proteinaceous

OM cycling and accrual, as well as support regional scale models

that include C-N cycling.
The continental-wide pattern of amino
acids across soil horizon

Our result indicates a strong correlation between total HAAs

and SOC, with a ratio of the former to the latter of 1.3 mol/kg,

which means that HAAs are important constituents of SOC and

SON. The close positive relationships between soil organic C and

HAAs, similar to previous observations (29) from ten Iowa

surface soils, are likely the result of this pool being a large part

of soil OM (29, 45). The presenting work involves continental-

wide observations with 10.7 and 61.7% of total soil C and N, (~1

to 80 mol g-1 soil) accounted for by HAAs, and thus are a large

OM pool that can provide insight into the processes of soil

pedogenesis and N-C cycling. The large variability in HAAs in

the A horizon (Figure 2A) was also consistent with previous
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reports from native prairie vegetation, deciduous forests and

sub-alpine grassland soils (45, 46), and supports the idea that the

C and N cycles are tightly coupled.

In line with this study, a separate recent study of soils with

different development ages observed that His, Lys, and Arg

tended to be more dominant in mineral compared to that of

the whole soil organic pools. This points to their possible role as

persistent or long-lived OM (1, 19), perhaps most important in

soils with high CEC. Non-polar HAAs (e.g., Pro, Leu, Ile) in our

study in contrast, were most positively correlated with total soil

organic C content (Figure S7), suggesting that these residues

may accumulate to increase SOM. Non-polar HAAs, however,

declined with pedogenesis in two ecosystems suggesting that

they may be part of newer pools of accumulating rather than

older pools of decomposed OM in soil (19).

HAAs have a broad range of chemical characteristics that can

be used to assess molecular interactions and interpreted to

understand SOM formation and turnover. However, most of the

variability in HAA’s are not described by our environmental factors.

We have measured some of the primary environmental drivers and

soil properties thought to be chemically, physically, and biologically

relevant, but the heterogeneity of soils make it difficult to clearly
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discern trends that explain most of the data. Many of the AA are

also likely linked together into polypeptides by amide bonds, that

along with amino acids react with surfaces and each other (1, 19),

which can further complicate interpretations of howHAAmay vary

in soils.

The overall HAAs dominant in A-horizon and their

compositional profile reported in the present study

(Figures 2A, S3, S5) are coincident with those previously
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reported (1, 27, 30, 46–48). In general, many biologically

dominant AA remain dominant in soil, but the broad

descriptions of relative amino acids found in soil herein,

describe how the mol% composition of AA can vary

considerably across soil gradients, for example, by 2X for AA

such as Asx, 6X for AA such as proline, and from non-detectable

up to ~2-3 mol% for Met and Phe. These AAs, on the other

hand, may be good indicators of environmental changes. For
A

B

FIGURE 4

Molecular diversity and environmental factor changes under the influence of selective decomposition of HAAs during pedogenesis, revealed by
multidimensional sorting. (A) PCoA-based sorting on the molar ratio of HAAs. Samples from different vegetation types were exhibited separately.
Colors represent different soil layers. FOR, evergreen or mixed forest; GR, grassland/herbaceous; SH, shrubland; DE, deciduous forest; CR, small
grains or crop; PA, pasture/hay. Samples from fallow or low intensity residential are not shown here due to the small sample size. (B) Driving
factors of HAAs in different soil layers exhibited by dbRDA. A-horizonal and C-horizonal samples were fitted separately to compare the changes
in environmental factors. The single letters in blue represent the corresponding amino acids. A, Ala; R, Arg; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile; L, Leu; K, Lys; M,
Met; F, Phe; P, Pro; S, Ser; T, Thr; Y, Tyr; V, Val; D, Asp; N, Asn; E, Glu; Q, Gln. Black labels represent specific environmental factors. Data were
transformed by log1p (HAAs) or log (environmental factors).
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example, Asx was positively related to soil pH in both the A and

C horizons (Figures S15 and S16). Soil pH was found to be one of

the strongest drivers of HAA composition, and this relationship

is important both biologically and chemically.
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The ratio of non-polar: negatively charged/neutral polar AA

was positively associated with SOC (Figure S5, F1,182 = 22.2, p<

0.001), perhaps indicating the potential for non-polar SOC

interactions separate from those of mineral-associated OM
A

B

FIGURE 5

Model describing precipitation, but not temperature, as a proximate and distal mechanism controlling soil HAA composition Path diagrams comparing the
direct and indirect effects of precipitation on (A)HAA composition and (B)HAA’s contribution to organic carbon pool in horizon A (n = 84) and horizon C
(n = 81). Red and blue paths represent the negative and positive relationships, respectively. Solid and dashed paths indicate significant and insignificant
relationships, respectively. The paths’ thickness is scaled based on the standardized path coefficients as shown adjacent to the arrows.
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(Moon et al., 2019) (19). This still leaves considerable room for

describing mechanisms and rules that describe variation in SOM

formation at a continental scale. Compared to carbon, nitrogen

is relatively well conserved to cycling within the soil with lower

mass fluxes to the atmosphere (49). The well-known coupling of

C-N cycles (50), and the knowledge that AA’s dominate total

SON pools, the relevance that amino acid composition plays in

both organic C-N cycling and storage in soil deserve further

description (45).
The roles taken by surface vegetation on
HAAs’ composition

The percentage of soil organic N as AAs has been observed

to decrease with soil depth (18, 51), and this pattern was broadly

true in the current study (Figure 2B). Surface SOM ranges from

fresh plant litter to extensively decomposed SOM (52). In

contrast, energy-rich plant materials tend to be depleted in the

subsoil, and if they are present, they tend to be highly processed

(53). The high level of processing is borne out by differences in

DI, where lower values indicate more processed, and likely older

OM in the subsurface.

Above-ground plant litter, dead roots, and the turnover of

these OMs processed by the decomposer community,

contributed to most of the HAAs in the soil (3). Acidic AA

such as Asp are common constituents of fresh plant tissue, root

tissue and root exudates (54–56); and positively charged amino

acids such as Lys and His in free forms and enriched in peptides

may bind to negative mineral and organic surfaces to support

their relative enrichment (Figure S5) in the C horizons.

Ser was relatively more abundant on the surface compared to

the subsurface soil (Figure S5, LMMs, F1,90.1 = 5.90, p = 0.017),

which might be related to the presence of Ser-rich microbes,

such as methanotrophs and archaea in the surface. Ser is a

versatile AA highly utilized in metabolic pathways and

important to the formation of nucleic acids, which are likely to

be relatively more common because of higher microbial activity

(especially fungi) and turnover in the A compared to the C

horizon. Ser-rich microbes, such as methanotrophs and archaea

on the surface may also contribute to Ser in soil. It has been

observed that Ser was relatively greater within the mineral-

associated rather than the organic-associated soil pools. (1,

19), which would tend to be lower in the A relative to the C

horizon. Hence, Ser content may be an indicator of less

processed OM. This otherwise relatively polar and soluble

amino acid would likely be susceptible to decomposition.

The HAAs’ composition was described by VET, and thus

indicated the potential importance of its influence on HAAs’

biogeochemical processes. The lower variability on the A

horizon compared to the C horizon HAAs (Figures 2, 4) may
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result from the stronger effect of vegetation in the surface

providing a stable input of HAAs’ and microbial activity to

stabilize HAA’s into the A- horizons. This, furthermore, may be

the result of more rhizosphere activity, increasing the direct

above- and below-ground inputs. The process of weathering

itself may also help to homogenize the surface compared to the

subsurface. However, abiotic parameters became a dominant

driver during horizon development with less influence from

plants, which may have led to increased variability in the C-

horizon. Once soil HAAs derived from plant and microbial

residues (57) become persistent SOM, they will be expected to

undergo more consistent processing and cycling on the surface

compared to the subsurface.

While its direct influence is weakened in the deeper soil,

VET would likely show an effect that interacts with a changing

environmental factor like pH, and mineral contents that could

be exacerbated over longer periods of horizon development. Its

effect on the C horizon may be underestimated given that not all

sampling locations had land use (> 20 years) that would have

been consistent before sampling. This variation due to legacy

effects of past land use could cause the greater variability in AA

composition in the C-horizon than the A-horizon soil

(Figure 4A). The lower correlation between VET and HAA

composition in the C relative to the A-horizon may also simply

be related to the fact that the contribution of microbial-derived

organic matter increases with depth.
Direct and indirect drivers of the accrual
of amino acids

HAAs did show considerable variation across the soil

landscape and horizon that was useful for describing their

patterns associated with pH, Al, and Ca. Because of the

numerous interacting factors the patterns associated with

several different possible drivers of AA composition (e.g., VET,

Ca, and pH), it could be difficult to identify their effect from

those of metals on soil proteinaceous amino acid composition.

These support the importance that VET, pH, Al, Fe, and Ca play

as factors, which are likely further controlled by the distal factor,

precipitation, as contributors to organic soil N accrual.

Soil pH has a strong influence on the chemistry of both the

soil substrate and the HAAs, which interact to affect the soil

properties, including Al, Fe and mineralogy with HAA. Our

previous study found depletion of mineral-associated Glx and

Asx and increasing basic amino acids (His, Lys) with increasing

soil development up to 6500y (1), after which continued

weathering and loss of cation exchange capacity may favor the

accumulation of negative AA. Both Lys and His are basic amino

acids that possess positive charges at typical environmental pH

ranges. Their strong sorption on negatively charged soil
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minerals, which is driven by electrostatic attraction (58), may

retard their biodegradation in soils (59, 60) and, therefore, result

in their enrichment in the HAA pools.

It is notable that concentrations of mineral metals like Fe,

Mn, Al, Ca in soil were shown to correlate with shifts in AA

composition, but perhaps less than expected. Fe content having

been shown to be an important binding and stabilizing

mechanism for soil organics (53), is further displayed by

differences in A and C horizons, where the mineral content is

also one critical driver dominating the composition of HAAs’. Al

hydroxides may sorb proteins and amino acids, and could have

preferential affinity for some types of peptides and amino acids

than others. These results support the role that metal cations

have on SOM stabilization (53).

Most of the direct and indirect associations between

precipitation and the HAAs’ composition showed to be more

pronounced in the surface layer (Figure 5), again supporting the

role of precipitation in regulating HAA in the surface horizon.

Although precipitation may also contain some HAAs (61) the

pool is small, and we found that the precipitation showed

negative or non-significant direct effects on representative

HAAs’ molar ratio in both horizons. But there was a complex

effect of precipitation on the HAA’s composition. Precipitation

lowered the soil pH, thus increasing Ala and Ser in the A horizon

and Glx and Ser in the C horizon. Moreover, iron was also an

influential factor of HAAs independent of precipitation,

especially on the molar ratio of Ala and Ser. For instance

(Figure 5B), as the %HAAC decreased, there was an increased

association of this OM viaDI, suggesting that HAAmay be good

indicators of degradation. Soils with less carbon but relatively

similar amounts of carbon input, such as that associated with

increasing temperature from north to south, would be expected

to have greater relative degradation and OM processing.

It is important to note that precipitation but not

temperature, among climate factors, was found to play a major

role in determining the HAAs’ characteristics in this study, as

some soil warming experiments have shown (62). This does not

mean that the role of temperatures can be ignored. Perhaps

temperature interacts in a complex way with precipitation and

soil minerals. The temperature may also influence the long-term

succession of surface vegetation and thus the composition of

HAAs. Also, we note that even after accounting for VET and

environmental factors, there is still about 70% of the variance in

HAAs that is not explained, which suggests that there are deeper

mechanisms involved in discerning the pattern of HAA. This

outcome indicates a need for more mechanistic and comparative

studies across ecosystems and even continents.

Microbial activity plays a crucial role in the decomposition

of plant inputs (VET) and the formation of recalcitrant

substances (63, 64). Soil peptides/proteins, through turnover

by microorganisms (18) and preservation in soil (14, 15), are a

major form of both bioavailable and sequestered OM. Once
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formed, these microbial-derived OMs will become more stable

by binding further to minerals (65) or tannins (21, 22). Some

other biotic and abiotic factors, including reactive nitrogen

deposition (66), past legacies of activity, and extreme events

(10), need to be included for consideration in subsequent studies

to quantify their relative importance determining the role

proteinaceous amino acids play in soil OM formation.

In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first

comprehensive study reporting the levels and compositional

profiles of hydrolyzable proteinaceous amino acids in a wide

range of surface and subsurface soils at a continental scale. The

results suggested that pH, mineral metals, precipitation and VET

were the best predictors describing soil AA composition in both

the A and C horizons. The soil pH may be important to consider

as a major determinant of OM persistence and turnover because

of its capacity to alter both the organic chemistry and soil

organo-mineral phases. Studies within ecosystem types may

also shed light on ecology specific contexts that determine

HAA and SOM distributions. For example, non-polar AA

were associated with greater levels of carbon, and with forested

ecosystems. These relationships may be a result of the type of

OM input or the way forests and precipitation drive ecosystem

development. The patterns of AA in VET were relatively strong

even in the subsurface, suggesting that it and associated

precipitation or distal environmental changes related to root

weathering of the subsurface (e.g., pH) can have direct impacts

on SOM. It also seems plausible that the strong role that pH

plays in determining bacterial communities may partly

determine HAA patterns. With increasing awareness of the

essential contribution of subsurface C and N to terrestrial OM

biogeochemical cycling (53, 67), the large surface and

subsurface organic N data set that was generated in this study

is timely and valuable for incorporation into future dynamic C

and N models.
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